
Abuse Policy, Anti-Racism Policy & Code of Conduct

Overview
Monsters of HipHop (hereafter “MOHH”) is a family owned and operated business that prides itself on fostering a
safe and positive environment and experience for everyone involved. Inclusion, diversity and respectfulness are just
a few of our priorities as we strive to be a leader in everything we do. This document serves to outline Monsters’
policies and procedures related to abuse, anti-racism, bullying and expectations through a Code of Conduct. By
carefully reviewing and signing below, you acknowledge receipt of this document and accept responsibility for
following and upholding these policies and procedures as long as you are a paid employee, staff, faculty or
volunteer with Monsters of HipHop. Monsters of HipHop rejects all forms of racism as destructive to our mission
and values.

I. General Definitions

A. Types of abuse

1. Physical abuse is injury that is intentionally inflicted upon a consumer or colleague.
2. Sexual abuse is any contact of a sexual nature that occurs between a consumer or
colleague and an adult or between two consumers or colleagues. This includes any activity which is
meant to arouse or gratify the sexual desires of the adult or the other consumer.
3. Emotional abuse is mental or emotional injury to a consumer or colleague that results in an
observable and material impairment in the consumer’s growth, development, or psychological
functioning.
4. Neglect is the failure to provide for a consumer or colleague’s basic needs or the failure to protect a
consumer from harm.

II. Code of Conduct with Consumers & Colleagues

The following policies are intended to assist employees, staff, faculty and volunteers in making decisions
about interactions with consumers and colleagues. For clarification of any guideline, or to inquire about
behaviors not addressed here, contact Monsters’ Owners.

Our organization provides our consumers with the highest quality services available. We are committed to
creating an environment for consumers, employees, staff, faculty and volunteers that is safe, nurturing,
empowering, and that promotes growth and success.

No form of abuse will be tolerated and confirmed abuse will result in immediate dismissal from our
organization. All reports of suspicious or inappropriate behavior with consumers or colleagues or
allegations of abuse will be taken seriously. Our organization will fully cooperate with authorities if
allegations of abuse are made that require investigation.

The Conduct with Consumers and Colleagues outlines specific expectations of the employees, staff,
faculty and volunteers as we strive to accomplish our mission together.



1. Consumers and Colleagues will be treated with respect at all times.
2. Consumers and Colleagues will be treated fairly regardless of age, disability, race, sex, sexual

orientation, gender identity, nationality, ethnic or national origin, religion or belief, marital or
civil partner status (Protected Characteristics).

3. Employees, staff, faculty and volunteers will adhere to uniform standards of displaying affection
as outlined by our organization.

4. Employees, staff, faculty and volunteers will avoid affection with consumers or colleagues that
cannot be observed by others.

5. Employees, staff, faculty and volunteers will adhere to uniform standards of appropriate and
inappropriate verbal  interactions as outlined by our organization.

6. Employees, staff, faculty and volunteers will not stare at or comment on consumers’ bodies.
7. Employees, staff, faculty and volunteers will not date or become romantically involved

with consumers or colleagues without notifying Monsters of HipHop owners.
8. Employees, staff, faculty and volunteers will not use, accept, provide or be under the influence of

illegal drugs in the presence of consumers or colleagues.
9. Employees, staff, faculty and volunteers will not engage in excessive alcohol use in the presence

of consumers or colleagues, and will not accept or provide alcohol to consumers.
10. Employees, staff, faculty and volunteers will not have sexually oriented materials, including

printed or online pornography, on our organization’s property or at any Monsters of HipHop
sanctioned event or venue.

11. Employees, staff, faculty and volunteers will not have secrets with consumers or colleagues and
will only give gifts with prior permission.

12. Employees, staff, faculty and volunteers will comply with our organization’s policies regarding
interactions with consumers or colleagues outside of our programs.

13. Employees, staff, faculty and volunteers will not engage in inappropriate electronic
communication with consumers or colleagues.

14. Employees, staff, faculty and volunteers are prohibited from working one-on-one with consumers
in a private setting. Employees, staff, faculty and volunteers will use common areas when
working with individual consumers.

15. Employees, staff, faculty and volunteers will not abuse consumers or colleagues in anyway
including (but not limited to) the following:

Physical abuse: hitting, spanking, shaking, slapping, unnecessary restraints
Verbal abuse: degrading, threatening, cursing
Sexual abuse: inappropriate touching, exposing oneself, sexually oriented conversations
Mental abuse: shaming, humiliation, cruelty
Neglect: withholding food, water, shelter

16. Our organization will not tolerate the mistreatment or abuse of one consumer by another
consumer.  In addition, our organization will not tolerate any behavior that is classified under the
definition of  bullying, and to the extent that such actions are disruptive, we will take steps needed
to eliminate such behavior.

Bullying is aggressive behavior that is intentional, is repeated over time, and involves an
imbalance of power or strength. Bullying can take on various forms, including:
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a. Physical bullying – when one person engages in physical force against another person, such as by
hitting, punching, pushing, kicking, pinching, or restraining another.
b. Verbal bullying – when someone uses their words to hurt another, such as by belittling or calling
another hurtful names.
c. Nonverbal or relational bullying – when one person manipulates a relationship or desired relationship
to harm another person. This includes social exclusion, friendship manipulation, or gossip. This type of
bullying also includes intimidating another person by using gestures.
d. Cyberbullying – the intentional and overt act of aggression toward another person by way of any
technological tool, such as email, instant messages, text messages, digital pictures or images, or website
postings (including blogs and social media platforms). Cyberbullying can involve:

• Sending mean, vulgar, or threatening messages or images.

• Posting sensitive, private information about another person.

• Pretending to be someone else in order to make that person look bad.

• Intentionally excluding someone from an online group.

• Hazing – an activity expected of someone joining or participating in a group that
humiliates, degrades, abuses, or endangers that person regardless of that person’s
willingness to participate.

• Sexualized bullying – when bullying involves behaviors that are sexual in nature.
Examples of sexualized bullying behaviors include sexting, bullying that involves
exposures of private body parts, and verbal bullying involving sexualized language  or
innuendos.

Anyone who sees an act of bullying, and who then encourages it, is engaging in bullying. This
policy applies to all consumers, employees, staff, faculty and volunteers.

17. All employees, staff, faculty and volunteers must follow state specific mandatory reporting
requirements. Employees, staff and faculty will be trained to be aware of and understand their
legal and ethical obligation to recognize and report suspicions of mistreatment and abuse.
Employees, staff and faculty will:

a. Complete abuse training as set forth by Monsters of HipHop.

b. Be familiar with the symptoms of child abuse and neglect, including physical, sexual,
verbal, and emotional abuse.

c. Know and follow organization policies and procedures that protect consumers against
abuse.

d. Report suspected child abuse or neglect to the appropriate manager and authorities.

e. Follow up to ensure that appropriate action has been taken.

18. Employees, staff, faculty and volunteers will report concerns or complaints about other
employees, volunteers, adults, or consumers to our organization’s owner.

19. Our organization cooperates fully with the authorities to investigate all cases of alleged abuse.
Anyone associated with Monsters of HipHop shall cooperate to the fullest extent possible in any
external investigation by outside authorities or internal investigation conducted by the
organization or persons given investigative authority by the organization. Failure to cooperate
fully may be grounds for termination.
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20. Employees, staff, faculty and volunteers may not have engaged in or been accused or convicted
of consumer abuse, indecency with a consumer or colleague, or injury to a consumer or
colleague.

21. Choreography, content and music - MOHH expects that choreography and movement be age
appropriate. All music played or communicated electronically, must be clean and edited. If you
have a question about what may be deemed inappropriate, it is recommended that you avoid that
selection altogether.

22. Unacceptable Behaviors -

Discrimination: Comments or behaviour that discriminates against, stereotypes, or harms
members of the community will not be tolerated. This includes but is not limited to:

● Exclusion or victimization based on the Protected Characteristics
● Treating someone less favorably or limiting their opportunities based on any of the

Protected Characteristics
● Comments, slurs, jokes, statements, questions or gestures that are derogatory or offensive

to an individual’s or group’s characteristics
● Promoting negative stereotypes relating to individual’s or group’s characteristics
● Racial or ethnic slurs, insults or jokes
● Intolerance toward religious customs
● Mimicking, mocking or belittling a person’s disability
● Homophobic, biphobic or transphobic comments or slurs
● Declaring (‘outing’) someone’s religion, sexual orientation, or gender identity or

threatening to do so against their will

A. Policy Prohibiting the Abuse or Mistreatment of Consumers and
Colleagues

This organization has zero tolerance for abuse and will not tolerate the mistreatment or abuse of
consumers in its programs. Any mistreatment or abuse by an employee, staff, faculty or volunteer will
result in disciplinary action, up to and including termination of employment or volunteer service and
cooperation with law enforcement.

B. Policy Prohibiting the Abuse or Mistreatment of One Consumer by
Another Consumer

The organization has zero tolerance for abuse, mistreatment, or sexual activity among consumers
within the organization. This organization is committed to providing all consumers with a safe
environment and will not tolerate the mistreatment or abuse of one consumer by another consumer.
Conduct by consumers that rises to the level of abuse, mistreatment, or sexual activity will result in
intervention or disciplinary action, up to and including, dismissal from the program.
In addition, our organization will not tolerate any behavior that is classified under the definition of
bullying, and to the extent that such actions are disruptive, the organization will take the necessary
steps to eliminate such behavior.
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III. Policies

Policies define the bandwidth of acceptable behavior in an organization. Because offenders often violate
policies to gain access to consumers, when employees, staff, faculty and volunteers know and understand
policies, they can identify, interrupt, and report policy violations. Simply interrupting a policy violation
can prevent a false allegation of abuse or put an offender on notice that no one works in private, the rules
apply to everyone, and violations will be detected.

A. Physical Contact

Our organization’s physical contact policy promotes a positive, nurturing environment while protecting
consumers, employees, staff, faculty and volunteers. Our organization encourages appropriate physical
contact with consumers and colleagues and prohibits inappropriate displays of physical contact. Any
inappropriate physical contact by employees, staff, faculty or volunteers towards consumers or colleagues
in the organization’s programs will result in disciplinary action, up to and including termination of
employment or contract.

The organization’s policies for appropriate and inappropriate physical interactions include but are not limited to:
Appropriate Physical Interactions:
• Contact initiated by the consumer or colleague such as: • Side hugs • Shoulder-to-shoulder or “temple” hugs •
Pats on the shoulder or back • Handshakes • High-fives and hand slapping • Pats on the head • Touching hands,
shoulders, and arms • Arms around shoulders • Holding hands (with young children in escorting situations)

Inappropriate Physical Interactions:
• Full-frontal hugs • Kisses • Showing affection in isolated areas or while one-on-one  • Lap sitting
• Piggyback rides, wrestling • Tickling • Allowing a consumers to cling to an employee’s, staff’s, faculty’s or
volunteer’s leg • Allowing consumers, older than kindergarten, to sit on an employee, staff, faculty or volunteer’s
lap • Any type of massage given by or to a consumer outside of accepted and documented medical treatment •
Any form of affection that is unwanted by the consumer or the employee, staff, faculty or volunteer • Touching
bottom, chest, or genital areas that is outside authorized and documented personal care assistance

B. Verbal Interactions

Employees, staff, faculty and volunteers are prohibited from speaking to consumers or colleagues in a way
that is, or could be construed by any observer, as harsh, coercive, threatening, intimidating, shaming,
derogatory, demeaning, or humiliating. Employees, staff, faculty and volunteers must not initiate sexually
oriented conversations with consumers or colleagues.  Employees, staff, faculty and volunteers are not
permitted to discuss their own sexual activities with consumers or colleagues.

Our organization’s policies for appropriate and inappropriate verbal interactions are:
Appropriate verbal interactions: are: • Positive reinforcement • Appropriate jokes • Encouragement • Praise

Inappropriate verbal interactions are:
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• Discussing sexual encounters or in any way involving consumers or colleagues in their personal
problems or issues of employees, staff, faculty and volunteers • Secrets • Cursing • Off-color or sexual
jokes • Shaming • Belittling • Derogatory remarks • Harsh language that may frighten, threaten or
humiliate consumers or colleagues • Derogatory remarks about the consumer or colleague or his/her
family • Name-calling

C. One-on-One Interactions

Most abuse occurs when an adult is alone with a consumer. Our organization aims to eliminate or reduce
these situations and prohibits private one-on-one interactions unless approved in advance by the
organization administration.

In those situations where one-on-one interactions are approved, employees, staff, faculty and volunteers
should observe the following additional guidelines to manage the risk of abuse or false allegations of
abuse: es for One-on-One Interactions

• When meeting one-on-one with a consumer, always do so in a public place where you are in
full view of others.

• Avoid physical affection that can be misinterpreted. Limit affection to pats on the shoulder,
high fives, and handshakes.

• If meeting in a room or office, leave the door open or move to an area that can be easily
observed by others passing by.

• Inform other employees and volunteers that you are alone with a consumer and ask them to
randomly drop in.

• Document and immediately report any unusual incidents, including disclosures of abuse or
maltreatment, behavior problems and how they were handled, injuries, or any interactions that
might be misinterpreted.

D. Off-site Contact

Research shows many cases of organizational abuse occur off-site and outside of regularly
scheduled activities. Allowing contact outside of regularly scheduled activities may put
employees, staff, faculty, volunteers, consumers, and our organization at increased risk. This
document offers various options for managing the risk of abuse and false accusations arising
from contact outside the organization’s regularly scheduled programming.

Examples of contact outside of regularly scheduled program activities:

• Private lessons/coaching
• Mentorship
• Rides to/from organization or extracurricular activities and events
• Attending public events in a shared community (like concerts or other performances)
• Continued contact with consumer after a consumer’s participation in a program has ended
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Monsters of HipHop strongly encourages employees, staff, faculty and volunteers to refrain from
outside contact with consumers with whom they do not have a preexisting familial or social
relationship (i.e., children are friends at school, families attend the same religious institution,
attend the same dance studio).

E. Electronic Communication

[The terms “electronic communications” and “social media” or “social network” refer to
activities  that integrate technology, telecommunications, and social interaction through the use
of words, images, video or audio tools. Examples include, but are not limited to: social websites,
blogs, message boards, wikis, podcasts, image- and video-sharing sites, text and voice chat
platforms for gaming, live webcasting, and real-time web communities. Additionally, sending text
messages between two or more mobile phones or fixed or portable devices over a phone or
wireless network is included within these definitions.]

In recent years, electronic communication and social media platforms have become increasingly
popular. While these tools provide many benefits, they also present the potential for
inappropriate behavior, increased access to vulnerable consumers, and privacy violations.
Employees, staff, faculty, volunteers, and consumers participating in this organization’s
programs, events, and activities shall adhere to the following Social Media Code of Conduct:

1. Do not engage in behavior or comments that are, or could be construed by any observer to
be, harsh, abusive, coercive, threatening, intimidating, shaming, derogatory, demeaning, or
humiliating.

2. Do not engage in personal attacks, sexually oriented conversations, or discussions about
sexual activity.

3. Be a positive role model by exhibiting professionalism in all interactions; portray an
attitude of respect, loyalty, patience, courtesy, tact, and maturity.

4. Only program-related messaging may be communicated electronically between
employees and volunteers of the organization and consumers, parents, and guardians.

5.  Never reveal sensitive or confidential information, including identifiable details or
photos of a consumer without written consent from their parent or legal guardian.

6. Employees, staff, faculty and volunteers may not post or share inappropriate photos or comments on
photos of consumers or colleagues.

7. Do not make pornography in any form available to consumers participating in the
organization’s programs, events, and activities or assist consumers in any way in gaining
access to pornography.

8. Employees, staff, faculty and volunteers may not create web pages on behalf of the
organization unless they have prior approval to do so and may not misrepresent their work
with the organization or the organization itself.
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9. Employees, staff, faculty and volunteers engaging in social media and online
communication become a public figure associated with the organization and are responsible
to help protect the organization and its consumers. Always act in a professional and
constructive manner and use sound judgment before posting or sharing content.

10. Rather than personally defending the organization’s reputation, employees, staff, faculty
and volunteers should notify the owners of MOHH immediately of any negative comments
or derogatory online representation.  Any and all media inquiries and contacts should be
directed to the owners of MOHH. At no time should any employee, staff, faculty and
volunteer communicate and or correspond with outside media without the expressed written
permission of the owners of MOHH.

11. This Code of Conduct and associated policies and procedures shall be provided to
parents/guardians of consumers. It shall also be available on the organization’s website  for
public view.

12. Consumers and Parents/guardians may request in writing that a consumer not be
contacted through any form of electronic communication or social media by an employee,
staff, faculty or volunteer of the organization.

F. Gift Giving

Molesters routinely groom consumers by giving gifts, thereby endearing themselves to the
consumer. They might instruct the consumer to keep the gifts a secret, which then starts
teaching the consumer to keep secrets from parents/guardians. For this reason, employees,
staff, faculty and volunteers should only give gifts to groups of consumers, and only under
the following circumstances:

1. Administration must be made aware of and approve the gift.
2. Parents/guardians must be notified

G. Monitoring and Review

These policies and code of conduct are reviewed from time to time to evaluate effectiveness and ensure
it is achieving its objectives.
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Abuse Policy, Anti-Racism Policy and Code of Conduct

Acknowledgement Form

I acknowledge that I have read and understand the Monsters of HipHop, LLC (“MOH”) Abuse
Policy and Code of Conduct and that I will comply with the policies and practices set forth. I will
ask Monsters’ Owner for clarification of any of the Abuse Policy and Code of Conduct
information that I do not understand.

___________________________________ ___________________________________
Signature of Employee/Staff/Faculty Signature of Management Representative

___________________________________ ___________________________________
Employee/Staff/Faculty Name (please print) Management Representative (please print)

___________________________________ ___________________________________
Date Date
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